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We have studied various ferroelectric liquid crystals to find the average molecular direction of the shortest
axis in the perfectly unwound state by using tilted conoscopic measurements. We find that there exist two types
of temperature dependencies of the biaxiality. Some materials exhibit increasing biaxiality while others show
decreasing biaxiality with increasing temperature. The former shows a temperature-induced sign reversal of
biaxiality. Three different physical mechanisms are identified as responsible for the emergence of biaxiality: �i�
anisotropic fluctuations of the long molecular axis, �ii� a biased rotation around the long axis, and �iii� the local
field effect. By means of a simple theoretical investigation, we conclude that these two types of trends are due
mainly to the opposite signs of the biaxial order parameter C, which represents the second mechanism: the
biased rotation around the long axis. This means that the central phenyl planes of molecules belonging to
materials having biaxiality that increases with temperature are oriented on the average parallel to the tilt plane
�the shortest index of refraction axis normal to the tilt plane�, and, on the contrary, in those of the others
molecules are oriented perpendicular to the tilt plane �the shortest index of refraction axis lying in the tilt
plane�. Thus, the direction of the phenyl ring plane of the liquid crystal molecules determines the different
temperature dependencies of the biaxiality. It is also shown that the phenomenon of sign reversal of the
biaxiality is due to the competitive contributions of the first and second physical mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The biaxiality of calamitic mesogenic molecules is mainly
determined by their flat hard cores. In the smectic-A �Sm-A�
phase, the molecular long axes are ordered along the director,
which is parallel to the smectic layer normal, while the mo-
lecular short axes specifying the core orientation are ran-
domly distributed around the normal; hence the Sm-A phase
itself is uniaxial in spite of the biaxiality of the constituent
molecules. In the smectic-C �Sm-C� phase, on the other
hand, the molecular long axes are ordered along the director
which is tilted from the layer normal by the director tilt angle
�. The right-handed Sm-C phase coordinate system is usu-
ally specified by fixing the Z axis parallel to the director, the
Y axis perpendicular to the director tilt plane, and the X axis
normal to both Y and Z. The molecular short axes must also
be ordered to a certain extent due to the phase biaxiality. This
quadrupolar ordering of molecular hard cores is not deter-
mined by chirality, and hence is considered to be higher than
the dipolar ordering of transverse molecular dipoles in the
chiral ferroelectric smectic-C �Sm-C*� phase. Based on the
assumption that the quadrupolar ordering of the molecular
short axes in Sm-C is sufficiently high, Osipov and Pikin �1�
developed the general phenomenological and molecular-
statistical theory of Sm-C*. They considered the influence of
the quadrupolar ordering on the ferroelectric properties of
Sm-C*, and analyzed the temperature variation of spontane-

ous polarization, dielectric constant, and the helical pitch.
Osipov and Pikin reasonably concluded: “The general situa-
tion can be clarified only after new systematic experimental
investigations of the nonpolar ordering of the molecular
short axes both in chiral and nonchiral smectic-C systems are
carried out.”

So far as the authors are aware, no direct measurement of
refractive indices has proven the quadrupolar ordering of the
molecular short axes in Sm-C and Sm-C*. The smectic-C
phase has been confirmed to be biaxial, as pointed out by
Saupe �2� based on symmetry considerations. Let us desig-
nate the eigenaxes of the dielectric permittivities as X�, Y�,
and Z�, with the Z� axis along the largest permittivity and the
Y��Y axes perpendicular to the director tilt plane. Note that,
in principle, the Z� and X� axes are rotated by �� about the
Y��Y axis with respect to the Z and X axes. Taylor et al.
�3,4� observed nY��nX��hereafter designated as positive bi-
axiality� in Sm-C of all the four compounds investigated by
conoscopy; three of them show a first-order phase transition
from isotropic to Sm-C with an almost constant tilt angle as
large as 45°, and the last one apparently exhibits a second-
order transition from Sm-A to Sm-C with a continuous
change in the tilt angle from 0°. They concluded that at least
a part of the positive biaxial character may be due to an
anisotropic fluctuation of the molecular long axis, assuming
molecular free rotation about this axis. Later, Galerne �5�
measured all three principal refractive indices in the Sm-C as
well as the Sm-A phases of another liquid crystal compound,
which shows a second-order phase transition from Sm-A to
Sm-C, and again confirmed that nY��nX�. This positive bi-
axiality was also interpreted on the basis of the molecular
anisotropic fluctuations.
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More recently, many Sm-C* compounds and mixtures
have been extensively developed for FLCD ferroelectric liq-
uid crystal display applications �6�. All of their observed me-
latopes in the completely unwound state emerge in the tilt
plane perpendicularly to the applied field and indicate that
nY��nX�. In this way, the previously observed biaxiality was
always positive; hence no one was sure whether the short-
axis-ordering contribution was really observed by clearly
distinguishing it from the long-axis fluctuations. Anyway, it
seems to have simply been anticipated that the short-axis
ordering always occurs in such a way that the biaxiality of
Sm-C and completely unwound Sm-C* is positive �nY�
�nX��, i.e., that the melatopes in conoscopy appear parallel
to the tilt plane. This anticipation is due to several facts: �i�
The spontaneous polarization inevitably emerges along the
C2 axis �the Y axis� perpendicular to the tilt plane �7�; �ii� the
molecular transverse dipoles must also align quadrupolarly
�1�; and �iii� the most polarizable molecular short axis of the
molecular core is usually considered to be parallel rather
than perpendicular to the averaged direction of transverse
dipoles responsible for the spontaneous polarization.

This naive belief of positive biaxiality in Sm-C* made it
easier to identify the ferrielectric Sm-CA

*�1/3� subphase,
which shows negative biaxiality due to the special molecular
ordering, in the early stages of the investigations of the sub-
phases �the Sm-C* variants� �8–11�. At the same time, it
appeared to promote an incorrect phase identification of
compounds and mixtures developed for the smectic liquid
crystal display with gray scale �the so-called V-shaped
switching materials� �12–14�. These materials were assigned
to be ferrielectric by simply observing the electric field de-
pendence of their conoscopic figures, i.e., by confirming
negative biaxiality in the completely unwound state. The fer-
rielectric temperature range is as wide as 100 °C or more in
some of these compounds and mixtures. This fact indicates
that the assignment is unacceptable, because the only ferri-
electric phase, whose existence is well established, is the
Sm-CA

*�1/3� subphase produced by the frustration between
ferro- and antiferroelectricity, and it can emerge in a tem-
perature range as narrow as 10 °C or less. Moreover, there is
no reason that Sm-C* could not show melatopes parallel to
an applied electric field in its completely unwound state. In
other words, the structural symmetry of Sm-C* allows either
of the two cases: where the melatopes appear parallel or
perpendicular to the field, whereas parallel melatopes inevi-
tably appear in the ferrielectric Sm-CA

*�1/3� subphase.
This paper has a triple experimental purpose, as described

in Sec. III. The first is to show that no discrepancy exists in
assigning the above V-shaped switching materials as ferro-
electric instead of as ferrielectric, by observing the tempera-
ture variations of Bragg reflection bands due to the helical
structure �15–17�. The second is to study the temperature
dependence of biaxiality rather systematically, using various
compounds and mixtures, including V-shaped switching ma-
terials. We will note that all of them show positive biaxiality
at high temperatures just after the phase transition to Sm-C*,
which is probably due to the fluctuations of the molecular
long axis, and that some materials do exhibit a temperature-
induced sign reversal of biaxiality. Finally, the third purpose

is to give an exciting result which shows that the observed
biaxiality scarcely depends on the enantiomeric excess �op-
tical purity� of the sample compounds. On the basis of these
three experimentally observed facts, as discussed in Sec. IV,
we model actual molecules as biaxial ones with the point
symmetry D2 or D2h, and analyze the local field effect. We
can conclude that the negative biaxiality unambiguously re-
sults from the quadrupolar ordering of the molecular core
parts. Finally, the biasing direction of molecular rotation
around the long axis is considered in terms of a more realis-
tic model based on molecules with C1 point symmetry by
taking into account two kinds of the molecule, head up and
head down.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples used are listed in Fig. 1. The V-shaped
switching was first observed in the Inui mixture �sometimes
also called the Tokyo mixture� �18,19�, which was initially
considered to be antiferroelectric, but later was regarded to
be ferroelectric although some questions have been raised
regarding the assignment. Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Com-
pany �MGC� developed MC815 and MC452 compounds and
the Y102 mixture for V-shaped switching materials and con-
sidered them to be ferrielectric �12–14�. Note, however, that
these are ferroelectric, as explained in detail in the following.
Homeotropically aligned, 50–150 �m thick cells of the
samples listed in Fig. 1, were prepared by using two glass
plates coated with a Dow-Corning silane coupling agent
�72% 3-�trimethoxysilyl�propyldimethyloctadecyl ammo-
nium chloride and 28% methanol�, for spectroscopy and

FIG. 1. Chemical structures of samples used: MC815 �R moi-
ety�, MC-884 �racemate of MC815�, MC452 �R moiety�, MC536
�S moiety of MC452�, MC514 �R moiety�. We also measured the
temperature dependence of biaxiality in three mixtures, i.e., Tokyo
mixture, Y102, and Felix18.
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conoscopy measurements. Free-standing films, ranging from
30 to 50 �m thick, were drawn across a 2 mm� hole drilled
on a 300 �m thick steel plate for spectroscopically observing
Bragg reflection bands due to the helical structure. These
films were used conveniently to see the existence of reflec-
tion bands, but the observed band shape is usually disturbed
by inhomogeneity in film thickness. Consequently, Bragg re-
flection bands were observed with a spectrometer �Perkin
Elmer, Lambda 900� by using carefully prepared homeotro-
pically aligned cells of 50–100 �m thickness.

Biaxiality was studied by conoscopy �20� using an optical
polarizing microscope �Olympus BX-52�. We used lenses
with large numerical aperture �NA� both for the objective
�Olympus, LM PlanFI; 50�0.5 NA� and the condenser �In-
stech; 0.65 NA�. The sample was heated in an oven, which
has a wide aperture to allow for large-angle conoscopic mea-
surements to be carried out, and the sample is carefully in-
sulated thermally with glass windows. To unwind the helical
structure completely, we applied an electric field using PET
spacers covered with gold foils, and these are separated by
300 �m. A wave generator and an amplifier allowed us to
apply a maximum voltage of 600 V dc or ac to the sample
cell, which equates to the maximum electric field of
2000 V/mm. The conoscopic image quality deteriorated se-
riously when some LC flow occurred. To minimize the flow
effect, we were very careful in sample handling and utilized
a 1 Hz square wave field instead of a dc signal. The cono-
scopic images obtained were analyzed to get the biaxiality
�nY�−nX��. The method of analysis was basically similar to
that used by Gorecka et al. �8� and its details were explained
in the previous paper �20�. We plotted apparent biaxiality vs
applied field for MC452 as illustrated in Fig. 2 and con-
firmed the complete unwinding of the helical structure. As
seen in Fig 2, the biaxiality at low applied fields is quite low,
and increases rather rapidly with electric field, and then satu-
rates to a constant value at high fields. This is commonly
observed during the unwinding process of the Sm-C* phase
�20,36�. The observation of the positive biaxiality as the
saturated value for the unwound Sm-C* is quite normal,
whereas the negative biaxiality is an unusual but interesting
observation.

The numerical aperture of 0.5 corresponds to an angular
field of −30° to +30° in air, i.e., −19.5° to +19.5° in a liquid

crystal with nLC=1.5, contained in a sample cell placed hori-
zontally on the microscope stage. Consequently, the me-
latopes of MHPOOCBC having the tilt angle of approxi-
mately 25° are out of the field of view, so that we could not
determine the biaxiality. By sandwiching the cell between a
pair of prisms made of heavy optical glass �SF11�, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3, with an index of refraction of 1.82 and an
apex angle of 30°, we attained an angular field ranging from
17° to 60.6°, and improved this weak point of the limited tilt
angle for which so far the biaxiality measurement could only
be made; here index-of-refraction matching oil was used to
reduce the reflection resulting from the air gaps between the
glass plates and the prisms. For some experiments, the two
prisms were replaced with metal attachments, which hold a
conventional cell slanted by 30° with respect to the micro-
scope stage, so that the angular field in the sample liquid
crystal varies from 0° to 35.3°. In this way, we can use
conoscopy for measuring biaxiality as large as ±0.004 in Sm-
C*, when the tilt angle is also as large as 45°.

Snell’s law assures that a ray traveling in air at an angle of
�air with respect to the microscope optical axis makes an
angle �LC from the smectic layer normal, given by

�LC = sin−1�sin�sin−1� sin �air

npr
	 + �
 npr

nLC
� . �1�

Here npr and � are the index of refraction of the prism and its
apex angle, and nLC is the index of refraction of the sample
liquid crystal. This equation obtained for the prism-
sandwiched cell is also applicable to that of a slanted cell as
well as to a conventional cell placed horizontally on the mi-
croscope stage, where � is 30° and zero, respectively, and
npr=1 for both cases.

III. RESULTS

A. The correct assignment of ferroelectric Sm-C* for V-shaped
switching materials

Y102 is a mixture developed by MGC for V-shaped
switching, which was used by Casio as a prototype of a
5.5 in., full-color, video rate LCD �12�. Although the ingre-
dients of Y102 are proprietary to the company, an MGC
patent applications �14� appears to indicate that the two main
components are MC815 and an antiferroelectric compound
�MC881�, and that the mixing ratio is close to the critical

FIG. 2. �Color online� Plots of the apparent biaxiality vs applied
field measured by conoscopy for MC452 at various temperatures.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Modified experimental setup of conos-
copy using a tilted cell and high refractive index prisms made up of
heavy optical glass; assembly inserted into a special hot stage.
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concentration where the ferrielectric and the antiferroelectric
phases have equal free energies. Note that this critical con-
centration scarcely depends on the temperature, as illustrated
in Fig. 1 of Ref. �14�. Since MGC considered Y102 to be
ferrielectric and, moreover, since this assignment must be
inappropriate as pointed out in Sec. I, we first studied the
Bragg reflection of Y102 in detail as a function of tempera-
ture. Only one peak is observed in the wavelength region of
350 nm–2.5 �m over a wide temperature range from below
0 °C upto 68 °C and the band shape is ideally bell shaped as
illustrated in Fig. 4�a�. The band peak changes smoothly with
temperature as shown in Fig. 4�b�. No jump in the wave-
length of the Bragg reflection occurs, which suggests that no
phase transition is observed, except for the very steep de-
crease of helical pitch at high temperatures just below the
Sm-A phase. The steep decrease in the wavelength of the

selective reflection �a measure of the helical pitch� suggests
the existence of Sm-C�

* in a narrow temperature region just
below Sm-A �21�. In fact, the birefringence contour lines
drawn in the E-T space using a photoelastic modulator
�PEM� clearly proves the existence of Sm-C�

* as shown in
Fig. 4�c�. Aside from this narrow temperature range, it is
natural to consider that Y102 shows a single phase in a wide
temperature range, and that this phase should be assigned as
ferroelectric Sm-C*.

Now let us examine whether the Bragg reflection due to
the helical structure can reasonably be understood by identi-
fying this phase as ferroelectric Sm-C*. The dispersion rela-
tion for Sm-C*, as studied in detail by Ouchi et al. �17�,
naturally depends on the director’s tilt angle and the light
propagation direction specified by an oblique angle from the
helical axis, i.e., the smectic layer normal. The first-order
reflection, which is called the full pitch band, shows total
reflection. It emerges at a wavelength equal to about twice
the optical helical pitch �mechanical pitch times average in-
dex of refraction, n̄p� when the light is incident almost nor-
mally to the smectic layer and propagates nearly parallel to
the helical axis. Note that the reflection intensity becomes
zero, and the full-pitch band is not observed for exact normal
incidence. The second-order reflection, called the character-
istic band, corresponds to the first-order reflection in the chi-
ral nematic �cholesteric� phase, and it has a much more com-
plicated dependence on the tilt angle and on the oblique
propagation �incidence angle� direction. It is generally a trip-
let, with a central total reflection band, and characteristic
selective reflection bands appearing on both sides of it. For
normal incidence, these three bands coalesce, the central
band becomes infinitesimally narrow, and the second-order
reflection is circularly polarized.

The single reflection band observed in Y102 must be the
full-pitch band in Sm-C* because its intensity is much stron-
ger than 50%, and the reflected light is not circularly polar-
ized. Some investigators have been skeptical about this iden-
tification, however, noticing in particular that the single
reflection in Y102 did not completely disappear even for
normal incidence of the light. This may be an artifact, which
is caused by the nonideal situation of an ordinary experimen-
tal setup to measure the reflection band using a spectrometer
or a spectrophotometer. The light beam passing through a
sample liquid crystal is not an ideal plane wave but a con-
vergent one; some rays may propagate through the sample
obliquely at angles of a few degrees with respect to the he-
lical axis. The second-order characteristic reflection band
must be hidden in the opaque intrinsic absorption region of
the liquid crystal mixture Y102. In the case of MC815, the
appropriateness of identifying the phase as ferroelectric Sm-
C* is much clearer. Figure 5 shows the wavelength of the
reflection peaks vs. temperature. Two reflection bands are
observed at higher temperatures; with decreasing tempera-
ture, the second reflection band gets buried in the opaque
intrinsic absorption region. The first reflection band peak var-
ies smoothly with temperature; no jump in the wavelength of
the reflected light occurs, which suggests that no phase tran-
sition is observed over a wide temperature range from below
room temperature up to 100 °C where the phase transition to
isotropic occurs. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to conclude

FIG. 4. �Color online� Experimental data of Y102 obtained by
using homeotropic cells. �a� Reflection band at 40 °C �100 �m ho-
meotropic cell� for normal and oblique incidence of light. �b� Tem-
perature dependence of the peak of the full-pitch reflection band
�100 �m homeotropic cell�. �c� Field-induced birefringence contour
lines in E-T space obtained by using a PEM. Lines shown are those
of constant birefringence 10−3	n. This shows a Sm-C* phase up to
a temperature of 68 °C, followed by Sm-C�

* from 68 to 72 °C and
a Sm-A phase at higher temperatures.
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that MC815 exhibits Sm-C* over a wide temperature range.
Contrary to the case for Y102, there exists neither Sm-C�

* nor
Sm-A in MC815 just below the isotropic phase. For normal
incidence, the first-order reflection is practically zero, but the
second-order one shows a saturation at 50% and is polarized
circularly with right handedness for the R moiety.

B. Temperature dependencies of biaxiality

Figure 6 summarizes the results for the temperature de-

pendence of the observed biaxiality in the unwound Sm-C*

of the various compounds and mixtures listed in Fig. 1. Two
types of temperature dependency are observed; the biaxiality
decreases with increasing temperature in Fig. 6�a�, while it
increases with temperature in Fig. 6�b�, except, sometimes,
for a narrow high-temperature region of Sm-C*. For ex-
ample, MHPBC, Felix18, C6, etc. �let us designate these
materials as group A for convenience� have biaxiality that
decreases with increasing temperature, and MHPOOCBC,
Y102, MC815 etc. �designated as group B� show an increas-
ing trend except in a narrow temperature region. Group B has
negative biaxiality values at low temperatures, with a change
in the sign of the biaxiality above a certain temperature. So
these compounds become uniaxial at a certain intermediate
temperature depending on the wavelength of the light used
for conoscopy. That is also seen in Fig. 7, which shows cono-
scopic images, where the melatopes in conoscopy change

FIG. 5. �Color online� Observed temperature dependencies of
the peaks of the two reflection bands of MC815.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Two types of temperature dependencies
of biaxiality: �a� decreasing biaxiality with increasing temperature
for compounds given in the inset; �b� increasing biaxiality with
increasing temperature and temperature-induced sign reversal of bi-
axiality for a different set of compounds given in the inset.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Observed biaxiality dispersions in
MC452 for blue and red wavelengths: �a�, �b� conoscopic images
under blue light ��450 nm� and red light ��600 nm� �MC452,
temperature 35,45, . . . ,105 °C �from upper left side��; �c� biaxial-
ity as a function of temperature for blue and red wavelengths. In �a�
and �b�, the tilt plane is in the vertical direction, whereas the direc-
tion normal to the cell is not at the center of the images but is
directed at the bottom part of the images.
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from a horizontal direction �parallel to the electric field� to a
vertical direction �normal to the electric field� with increas-
ing temperature. We also note that this sign reversal of the
observed biaxiality in group B occurs without the occurrence
of sign reversal of the spontaneous polarization or of the
helical pitch divergence. Thus, it is quite interesting to elu-
cidate what causes those kinds of behaviors, considering that
the Sm-C phase is believed to have only positive biaxiality
which decreases with increasing temperature.

It is also meaningful to investigate the color dispersion of
the biaxiality. Figure 7 shows the conoscopic images of the
compound MC452 �belonging to group B� at various tem-
peratures under a blue light �average wavelength 450 nm�
and a red light �average wavelength 600 nm�, respectively.
Uniaxiality appears at a different temperature for each wave-
length, which indicates that the biaxiality is determined by
two or more different physical origins. In other words, if the
zero biaxiality or uniaxiality is due to a perfectly random
rotation around the molecular long axis and a perfectly iso-
tropic fluctuation of the long axis, the uniaxiality should not
exhibit color dispersion. The existence of the color disper-
sion of biaxiality at the crossover of uniaxiality indicates that
there exist at least two or more physical origins, and these
compete with each other to produce the zero value of biaxi-
ality.

Three different physical mechanisms have been consid-
ered for the emergence of the biaxiality and these may be
superimposed.

�i� The molecular long axis thermally fluctuates anisotrop-
ically. The stronger azimuthal fluctuations project the largest
polarizability along the molecular long axis onto the Y��Y
direction, while the weaker polar fluctuations project it onto
the X� axis. Consequently, this mechanism predicts nY�
�nX� �3,5,22�.

�ii� The molecular environment is monoclinic and the mo-
lecular rotation around its long axis is biased, giving rise to
phase biaxiality, i.e., the quadrupolar ordering of the short
axes which characterizes molecular biaxiality. When the con-
stituent molecules are chiral and the compound is not race-
mic, such biased rotations also produce spontaneous polar-
ization in the chiral smectic-C phase, �Sm-C*� i.e., the
dipolar ordering of the short axes characterizing the molecu-
lar transverse dipole moments. The chirality reduces the C2h
symmetry of Sm-C to the C2 symmetry of Sm-C*. As a nec-
essary consequence, the transverse molecular dipoles align at
least partially; consequently, the spontaneous polarization
emerges along the polar direction, which is parallel to the Y
axis �1,5,7�.

�iii� The induced dipoles in the tilted molecules may not
polarize symmetrically because of their particular arrange-
ment in Sm-C*, and hence the local field may not be parallel
to the applied electric field. The tensors of dielectric polariz-
ability and permittivity do not need to have the same ei-
genaxes, which can cause the biaxiality in liquid crystal sys-
tems, except for the Y axis. In the monoclinic symmetry, the
Y axis is fixed, while the other two are color dispersive.

The first two mechanisms �i� and �ii� are coupled to each
other through the order parameter D. One mechanism could
affect the other more or less. The main purpose is to examine
the sign of the order parameter concerning the mechanism

�ii�, and the temperature dependencies of the order param-
eters for mechanisms �i� and �ii�.

C. Observation of biaxiality apparently not dependent on the
enantiomeric excess ratios

As already pointed out in Sec. I, it is not so far known
whether short-axis ordering was really observed in results
about biaxiality, by clearly distinguishing this contribution
from those of the long-axis fluctuations, because all the bi-
axiality observed so far is only positive. The negative biaxi-
ality now observed in Fig. 6 appears to result from the or-
dering of the short axes. In order to confirm it, let us first
experimentally show that, in Sm-C*, the quadrupolar order-
ing of the molecular hard cores is sufficiently large as com-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Experimental data for different enantio-
meric excess ratios of MC815�R� and MC884 �racemate� of the
same compound. �a� The observed biaxiality as a function of tem-
perature, �b� the tilt angle as a function of temperature, �c� the
spontaneous polarization, PS as a function of temperature.
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pared with the dipolar ordering of the transverse molecular
dipoles. For our experiments, we chose the compound
MC815, which is a nominally pure R moiety and shows
negative biaxiality, and its racemate MC884. These two com-
pounds are mixed to obtain different enantiomeric excess
ratios. Figure 8�a� illustrates the biaxiality vs temperature
obtained in several sample compounds with the same chemi-
cal structure but different enantiomeric excess �EE� ratios
��R�− �S�� / ��R�+ �S��, where �R� and �S� represent the
amounts by weight of R and S moieties of the compounds
contained in the mixture. Surprisingly, in Fig. 8�a�, the biaxi-
ality is found to hardly depend on the enantiomeric excess
�optical purity� of the sample compounds. The corresponding
data on the measured values of the tilt angle and the sponta-
neous polarization vs temperature are given in Figs. 8�b� and
8�c�. The tilt angle is found to be independent of the EE
ratio. The accuracy in measuring the biaxiality of unwound
Sm-C* of the nominally optically pure compound was of the
order of ±0.0001. When the enantiomeric excess is small, the
accuracy in measuring the biaxiality is somewhat reduced by
the occurrence of flow, particularly due to the applied electric
field. We are in the process of improving the accuracy by
using a magnetic field instead of an electric field, so that we
can align even the racemate compounds.

The biaxiality measured by conoscopy does not appear to
depend on the enantiomeric excess ratio, not only in the
high-temperature region, where the biaxiality is positive, but
also in the low-temperature region, where it is negative. This
means that the chiral intermolecular interactions responsible
for producing the spontaneous polarization due to the dipolar
ordering are not so strong that they can cause any change in
the biaxiality due to the quadrupolar ordering of the molecu-
lar hard cores, even in ferroelectric Sm-C* with rather a large
spontaneous polarization. This conclusion apparently contra-
dicts the one obtained by Sigarev et al. using ir spectroscopy
in Sm-C* of the compound M5POBC �23�. They analyzed
the dependence of the ir absorption of the chiral carbonyl
band on the cell rotational angle in terms of its theoretical
angular dependence �24�, and obtained the distribution func-
tion of the biased rotation of the short axis around the long
molecular axis in the unwound state. They concluded that the
result can be reproduced by assuming dipolar ordering alone.
We could not discover the real cause of this discrepancy.
When Kim et al. unambiguously showed biased rotation of
the carbonyl groups in MHPOBC, they noticed the differ-
ence in the angular dependencies between the chiral and core
carbonyls �25�. They considered that some part of the differ-
ence may result from the dipolar ordering of the chiral car-
bonyl and the quadrupolar ordering of the carbonyl group in
the core part of the molecule. Polarized ir absorbance and
Raman scattering investigations for a variety of samples of
different enantiomeric excess ratios, including those on race-
mates, would be interesting and valuable in elucidating the
ordering of the transverse dipoles responsible for emergence
of spontaneous polarization. To detect the dipolar ordering
directly, we suggest the use of nonlinear optical techniques,
such as coherent Raman scattering and vibrational sum-
frequency generation spectroscopy.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Effective polarizability tensor for modeled D2 or D2h

molecules

Following the above conclusion, we are now allowed to
neglect the dipolar ordering and to consider the quadrupolar
ordering only. Although the molecules listed in Fig. 1 do not
have any symmetry and hence the point symmetry is the C1
symmetry, we usually model actual molecules as biaxial ones
with the point symmetry of D2 or D2h. We define a right-
handed molecular coordinate system with the maximum po-
larizability z axis, which can also be regarded as the molecu-
lar long axis, the minimum polarizability x axis, and the y
axis perpendicular to both z and x. Then the molecular po-
larizability tensor is written as

�̂mol = �x 0 0

0 �y 0

0 0 �z
� . �2�

On the other hand, the right-handed Sm-C phase director
coordinate system was defined in Sec. I with the Z axis par-
allel to the director, the Y axis perpendicular to the director
tilt plane, and the X axis normal to both Y and Z. It is well
known that the ordering of these D2 or D2h molecules in Sm-
C with the phase symmetry of C2h can be specified by four
independent order parameters,

S = Szz
Z ,

P = Szz
Y − Szz

X ,

D = Syy
Z − Sxx

Z ,

C = �Syy
Y − Sxx

Y � − �Syy
X − Sxx

X � . �3�

Here, S�

i = ��1/2��3li,�li,
−��
�� is one of the three diagonal

Saupe ordering matrices, where li,� is the cosine of the angle
between the phase coordinate i=X, Y, or Z and the molecular
coordinate �=x, y, or z �26,27�. In Eq. �3�, we defined the P
order parameter as Szz

Y −Szz
X , where the Y and X axes are ex-

changed compared to those in Ref. �27�. This is because we
defined the biaxiality as nY −nX, which is positive when P is
positive. This consideration is required for easily connecting
the order parameters to the biaxiality. Note that the P order
parameter represents physical mechanism �i�, the anisotropic
thermal fluctuation of the molecular long axis, and the C
order parameter corresponds to physical mechanism �ii�, or
biased rotation around the molecular long axis.

After averaging the molecular orientation, we can con-
sider that each molecule has, at the center of gravity, the
effective polarizability tensor

�̂ = �X 0 0

0 �Y 0

0 0 �Z
� . �4�

The eigenvalues �i, i=X, Y, or Z, are given by

�X = �̄ −
1

3
�	��S + P� + 	��

�D + C�
2
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�Y = �̄ −
1

3
�	��S − P� + 	��

�D − C�
2

	
�Z = �̄ +

2

3
�	�S + 	��

D

2
	 , �5�

where �̄ is the average polarizability, and 	� and 	�� are
the anisotropy and the transverse anisotropy of the molecular
polarizabilities, respectively �27�. These are given by

�̄ = �1/3���x + �y + �z� ,

	� = �z − �1/2���x + �y� ,

	�� = ��y − �x� . �6�

In fact, Isaert and Billard obtained Eq. �2.3� of Ref. �22�
when they examined the anisotropic thermal fluctuations of
the molecular long axis. Similarly, we can take the biased
rotation around the molecular long axis into account and
obtain the effective polarizability tensor in the same form as
given in Eq. �4�. If we assume perfect nematic order of the
long axis, the single order parameter �cos�2��� is needed to
calculate �X, �Y, and �Z from �x, �y, and �z. Here, � denotes
the angle between the X axis and the x axis. In the case of
perfect nematic order of the long axis, out of the three biaxial
order parameters, only C is finite. It should be noted that the
biasing direction is �=0 or � /2 in this approximation for the
biaxial D2 or D2h molecule.

B. Local field effect and the resulting positive biaxiality

The anisotropic fluctuation of the molecular long axis and
the biased rotation of the molecular short axis around the
molecular long axis are the two molecular motions that may
primarily cause the emergence of biaxiality in Sm-C. Even if
we assume perfect nematic order and free rotation, however,
the characteristic layered structure with the tilted director in
Sm-C may also produce biaxiality due to the local or effec-
tive field effect. We now examine the relation between the
effective polarizability tensor with the eigenaxes �X ,Y ,Z�
and the dielectric permittivity tensor with the eigenaxes
�X� ,Y� ,Z�� by considering the local field effect. In general,
Z� and X� are not parallel to Z and X, respectively, since
these are color dispersive; whereas we can always take Y�
�Y, since this is fixed. In the approximation of the isotropic
local field, which was introduced by Vuks about four decades
ago �28,29�, we can take Z��Z and X��X in addition to
Y��Y, and the principal refractive indices can be expressed
in terms of polarizabilities as

ni
2 − 1

n2 + 2
=

4�N�i

3
. �7�

Here, �i and ni with i=X, Y, or Z are the eigenvalues of Eq.
�4� and the approximate refractive indices along i=X, Y, or
Z, respectively, and n2= �1/3��nX

2 +nY
2 +nZ

2� is the mean
square refractive index. N is the number of molecules per
cm3.

The self-consistency of the Vuks equation, Eq. �7�, was
studied in detail for the uniaxial case, and its validity was

established with an accuracy of 0.5% in uniaxial liquid crys-
talline materials with refractive indices n� and n� ranging
from �1.46 to �1.86 �29�. Since the anisotropy 	n is usu-
ally much larger than 1%, it is reasonable to assume the
isotropic-local-field approximation and to use the Vuks equa-
tions in the nematic and Sm-A phases. In the biaxial case of
Sm-C under consideration, the transverse anisotropy 	n� is
of the order of 0.1% and we are not sure whether the
isotropic-local-field approximation can quantitatively hold at
an accuracy of this level. In order to prove that the negative
biaxiality experimentally observed inevitably results from
molecular short axis ordering, we now show that the biaxi-
ality due to the local field effect must be positive. Let us use
a reasonably simplified model, i.e., the Sm-C phase with
perfect nematic order and perfect smectic layer order, con-
sisting of circular-cylindrical hard-rod molecules with length
l and diameter a and with the uniaxial effective polarizability
tensor �̂ at the center of gravity of the molecules, which is
written in the �X ,Y ,Z� coordinate system as

�� 0 0

0 �� 0

0 0 ��

� . �8�

Suppose N is the number of molecules per unit volume
and E��r , t� the local field acting on a particular molecule
located at a point r and at a time t. Then the polarization
P�r , t� is given by

P�r,t� = Np = N�̂E��r,t� . �9�

Polarization is also written in terms of the mean or observed
field E�r , t� and the dielectric permittivity tensor �̂ as

P�r,t� =
1

4�
��̂ − 1̂�E�r,t� . �10�

Now we consider a sphere whose center is located at the
center of gravity of the particular molecule, and whose radius
 is sufficiently large compared with the dimensions of the
molecule and small enough compared with the wavelength
of the incident light. The local field acting on the molecule
located at the center of the sphere consists of the sum of two
contributions �22,30–32�: one from the outside of the sphere,
E+ �4� /3�P, and the other from the inside of the sphere,
written as

E��r,t� = E�r,t� +
4�

3
P�r,t − /c� +

1

N
�

i

� � �

�
P�ri,t − Ri/c�

Ri
. �11�

Here Ri= �r−ri�, and the summation is performed over the
molecules inside the sphere. Because of the chosen size of
the sphere, we can neglect the retardation effect, replace the
summation by integration, and obtain

E��r,t� = E�r,t� +
4�

3
�1̂ + T̂�P�r,t� �12�

with
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T�
 = T
� =
3

4�
� 3Ri�Ri
 − ��
Ri

2

Ri
5 dV�, �13�

where Ri�=r�−ri� and the integration is to be made by tak-
ing into account the excluded volume of the particular mol-
ecule located at the center of the sphere. By eliminating E�
and P with the help of Eqs. �9�, �10�, and �12�, we finally
obtain

�̂ = �1̂ −
4�N

3
�̂�1̂ + T̂�	−1�1̂ +

4�N

3
�̂�2̂ − T̂�	 . �14�

In this way we can calculate �̂ as a function of N�̂ �22,32�.
Concerning the integration given by Eq. �13� in the iso-

tropic case, it is assumed, as may actually be shown for a
number of important special cases, that no resulting field is
produced at the central molecule. In the case of Sm-C, on the
other hand, the integration plays an essential role for the
emergence of biaxiality, and how to determine it is the main
issue. Isaert and Billard �22� made the integration using the
reasonably simplified model described above �Eq. �8��. Since
uniformly distributed dipoles within a smectic layer of per-
fect order produce an electric field only in the layer �33,34�,
as in the case of a plane parallel condenser, we can integrate
the field and obtain

T̂ = H 0 0

0 G 0

0 0 − G − H
� . �15�

Here G and H are the elliptic functions and are given in
Appendix A in the expanded form as functions of l /a and �.
The integration is performed in the laboratory coordinate
system with the axis 3 parallel to the smectic layer normal,
the axis 2 perpendicular to the director tilt plane, and the axis
1 normal to both 2 and 3. Accordingly, we inversely trans-
form Eq. �8� written in the director coordinate system
�X ,Y ,Z� into

R̂−1�� 0 0

0 �� 0

0 0 ��

�R̂ �16�

with the rotation matrix

R̂��� = cos � 0 − sin �

0 1 0

sin � 0 cos �
� . �17�

Inserting Eqs. �16� and �15� into Eq. �14�, we obtain

�̂ = �11 0 �13

0 �22 0

�31 0 �33
� , �18�

where ��
 is given in Appendix B as a function of G, H, N��,
N��, and �.

It should be noted that, in the laboratory frame, the direc-
tor tilt produces nonzero nondiagonal elements of the dielec-
tric permittivity tensor, which may be diagonalized by a ro-
tation of the coordinate system in the director tilt plane by an
angle of ��. The angle �� is given by

tan 2�� =
tan 2�

1 −
1

3
�G + 2H��

, �19�

with

� �
N����

��� − ���cos 2�
, �20�

and the relations between the eigenvalues of tensor �̂ and its
elements in the laboratory frame are given by

nX�
2 = �X� =

1

2
��33 + �11 −

��33 − �11�
cos 2��

	 ,

nY�
2 = �Y� = �22,

FIG. 9. �Color online� Numerically calculated results for ��; nX�, nY�, and nZ�; and nY�−nX� as a function of �. Parameter values used
are N�� =0.0669, N��=0.1011, l /a=2, 3, and 4 �for �green� solid line, �red� dashed, and �blue� dotted, respectively�, and 1/50 of the value
in Eq. �13�.
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nZ�
2 = �Z� =

1

2
��33 + �11 +

��33 − �11�
cos 2��

	 . �21�

Note the relation that exists between the principal refractive
indices and the eigenvalues of the dielectric permittivity ten-
sor.

When we numerically obtain the refractive indices nX� , nY�,
and nZ� for suitably assumed parameter values N�� =0.0669,
N��=0.1011, �=35°, and l /a=2–4, we notice that the
model by Isaert and Billard �22� clearly overestimates the
Sm-C anisotropy, and that 1 /50 of the value in Eq. �13�
reproduces the �10−3 level biaxiality actually observed, as
shown in Fig. 9. Note that the assumed values of N�� and
N�� are obtained from Eq. �7� using the typical values of
n�=1.5 and n� =1.7. Because of the simplified assumptions
of the point dipole moment approximation, as well as the
perfect nematic orientational and smectic layer order, over-
estimation of the Sm-C anisotropy is naturally anticipated.
Vuks assumed an isotropic local field, which is possible in
the isotropic state. The reason that his assumption is valid
with quite high accuracy is that real molecules are quite dif-
ferent from point dipoles. The charge is distributed in a com-
plicated way over the entire volume of the molecule, with the
dipoles distributed over the molecule. This is closer to an
isotropic state. Our assumption, that is, molecules are just
point dipoles and the dipole moments are located at the cen-
ter of the smectic layers in the absence of any fluctuations,
gives rise to this overestimation of biaxiality. Even though
our calculations cannot yield a quantitative value for the con-
tribution to the biaxiality due to the local field, the calcula-
tion process is correct conceptually and yields important
qualitative information. Sm-C anisotropy always produces
positive biaxiality, nY� �nX� . So we are sure that the negative
biaxiality experimentally observed unambiguously results
from molecular short axis ordering, because both of the re-
maining causes for the emergence of the biaxiality, i.e., mo-
lecular long axis fluctuations and the local field effect, al-
ways cause positive biaxiality. Consequently, we keep using
the approximation of the isotropic local field for qualitatively
analyzing the biaxiality in the following.

C. Quadrupolar ordering of molecular hard cores for C1

molecules

In the approximation of the isotropic local field, we can
write the biaxiality by using Eqs. �4�–�7� as

nY − nX =
4�N

3

n2 + 2

2n�

��Y − �X�

=
4�N

9

n2 + 2

2n�

�2	�P + 	��C� , �22�

where n�= �nY +nX� /2 is the averaged transverse refractive
index. Thus, the biaxiality for biaxial molecules can be de-
scribed as the sum of mechanisms �i� and �ii�, that is, P and
C. The order parameter P represents the anisotropic thermal
fluctuations of the molecular long axis and is always posi-
tive, as already pointed out above; hence, the first term in the
last line of Eq. �22� is positive because 	��0 by its defini-

tion. Since �x is the minimum polarizability, 	�� is also
positive, as is clear from Eq. �6�. Consequently, to get nega-
tive biaxiality, the order parameter C should be negative,
which is related to the biased molecular rotation around the
long axis. Moreover, considering that the coefficient 2	� of
the P order parameter is one order of magnitude higher than
the coefficient 	�� of the C order parameter, we can con-
clude that the absolute value of the C order parameter must
be at least ten times larger than that of the P order parameter
at low temperatures. This conclusion is consistent with the
results obtained by Ossowska-Chrusciel et al. �35� in Sm-C*

of MHOBS5 using polarized ir absorbance. Furthermore,
they showed that the C order parameter decreases linearly
with increasing temperature in Sm-C* to almost zero near the
transition temperature to Sm-A, and that the P order param-
eter stays almost constant and very small. Thus, we can con-
clude that the temperature dependence of the biaxiality is
determined mainly by a change in the C order parameter,
except for the rather steep increase observed in the high-
temperature region just below the Sm-A region, which ap-
pears to result from a change in the P order parameter. Ma-
terials having the order parameter C positive exhibit
biaxiality decreasing with increasing temperature, because C
is positive and decreases with increasing temperature. On the
contrary, materials having the order parameter C negative
exhibit biaxiality increasing with increasing temperature, be-
cause the absolute value of C deceases with increasing tem-
perature, i.e., the negative order parameter C increases with
temperature. The sign reversal of the biaxiality observed in
materials having negative C is easily explained. At high tem-
peratures, the positiveP contribution is larger than the C con-
tribution, so that the apparent biaxiality is positive. However,
at low temperatures, the C contribution is larger than the P
contribution, so the biaixiality is negative. At a certain tem-
perature, the two contributions cancel each other out and the
biaxiality becomes zero.

For the modeled molecules with D2 or D2h point symme-
try, the biasing of molecular rotation around the long axis in
the C2h Sm-C phase symmetry always occurs in such a way
that their flat hard cores tend to be either parallel or perpen-
dicular to the director tilt plane. This is why the effective
polarizability tensor has the eigenaxes X, Y, and Z, as given
in Eq. �4�. In the case of perfect nematic order, the biasing
direction is �=0 �x is directed along the X axis� or � /2 �x is
directed along the Y axis�. When the X axis is the biasing
direction, the biaxiality is positive; whereas it is negative at
least at low temperatures when the biasing occurs along the
Y axis. Since all of the compounds investigated must have
more or less flat hard cores, as the molecular structures listed
in Fig. 1 indicate, it is natural to expect that the biasing may
occur in the same manner, i.e., parallel only or perpendicular
only, for all the compounds. Actually, however, some mate-
rials show positive biaxiality due to perpendicular biasing,
while some others show negative biaxiablity due to parallel
biasing. Some materials show very steep dependence of bi-
axiality, whereas others �for example, 3.b.5� show a linear
increase or decrease with temperature. We intuitively expect
that the C order parameter could be close to zero, as well as
positive or negative. Zero C apparently means that, in con-
tradiction to the emergence of a large spontaneous polariza-
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tion, the flat hard core is rotating freely. The discrepancy
results from the D2 or D2h symmetry of the modeled mol-
ecules.

All the molecules listed in Fig. 1 have no symmetry and
hence the point symmetry is C1. We can distinguish the head
and tail of each molecule, although the number of head-up
molecules is equal to that of head-down molecules in Sm-C.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume perfect nematic order
in the following. The biasing direction of both molecules is
generally neither parallel nor perpendicular to the Y axis.
Because of the symmetry, the head-up and head-down mol-
ecules are biased as illustrated in Fig. 10. The distribution
function can be written as

f��� = fup��� + fdown���

=
1

2�1 + a2��
�1 + a2 cos2�� − �2�� + a2 cos2�� + �2� .

�23�

The biaxiality is negative for �2�� /4, while it is positive
for � /4��2�0; the changeover occurs continuously at �2
=0, where the system appears uniaxial.

V. CONCLUSION

Using conoscopy and a tilted cell geometry, two types of
temperature dependencies of biaxiality have been observed
in the perfectly unwound state of the helix in the ferroelectric
phase: one decreasing and the other increasing with increas-
ing temperature. In a second class of compounds, the biaxi-
ality at low temperatures is negative, and sign reversal of this
was also observed. To find the origin of these behaviors, we

have combined the three physical mechanisms that are the
conceivable origins for the emergence of biaxiality in a
model liquid crystal system composed of rigid calamitic bi-
axial molecules, with the eigenaxes of the molecular polar-
izabilities as the long and the short axes �5�. We show that
the fluctuations of the long axes and the local field effect can
give rise to only one type of biaxiality. By means of a simple
theoretical investigation, we find that the average direction of
the shortest axis of molecular polarizability, either perpen-
dicular or parallel to the tilt plane, determines the tempera-
ture dependence of the biaxiality. If the biasing of the short-
est axis is normal to the tilt plane, the biaxiality is negative,
and if it is in the tilt plane, it is positive. The short axis
ordering is determined by the C order parameter. MHPBC,
Felix 18, 3.b.5, C6, and DOBAMBC belong to the positive C
order parameter group �positive biaxiality�, and MC815,
MC452, MC514, MHPOOCBC, Y102, and Tokyo mixture to
the negative C order parameter group �negative biaxiality�.
In actual molecules, a number of conformations of the core
part must be possible, and their population may influence the
overall biaxiality. Intuitively, however, we can envisage that
the central phenyl ring plane of molecules on the average
tends to align close to the tilt plane in the latter and out of the
tilt plane in the former. The shortest axis normal to the plane
of the central phenyl rings is the axis of minimum polariz-
ability. As a result of the competition between the anisotropic
fluctuations of the molecular long axis and the biased rota-
tion around the molecular long axis, the unexpected
temperature-induced sign reversal of biaxiality observed in
the latter group of compounds is explained.

Until now, we do not know what determines whether a
liquid crystal material has positive or negative C order pa-
rameter. For example, it is quite interesting to note that all
molecules having F lateral part, among the materials we used
in this experiment, have negative C order parameter. The
molecular structure surely affects the orientation of the short
axis of the molecule in the smectic phase, but the details still
remain to be elucidated in future work. We also conclude that
no discrepancy exists in assigning the V-shaped switching
materials as Sm-C* phase rather than the ferrielectric phase
assigned initially. In the unwound Sm-C* phase, the me-
latopes in conoscopy can appear parallel or perpendicular to
the tilt plane.

More recently, Osipov and Pikin �1� theoretically consid-
ered the influence of the molecular biaxiality on the ferro-
electric properties of Sm-C* in detail. By using the two order
parameters, the molecular long axis and the short axis, they
successfully showed that the short molecular axis ordering as
well as long axis ordering are both equally important for the
phase biaxiality and for a determination of the various ferro-
electric properties.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE
DIPOLE-DIPOLE INTERACTION BETWEEN

NONCORRELATED MOLECULES LOCATED WITHIN
THE SAME TILTED SMECTIC LAYER

The intersection of a circular-cylindrical molecule and a
plane parallel to the smectic layer is an ellipse with semiaxes
a and a / cos �, and the coordinates of any point r= �u ,v� on
this ellipse in the coordinate system parallel to the semiaxes,
satisfy the equation

u2 + v2 cos2� = a2. �A1�

We need to integrate the dipole-dipole interaction from this
elliptic line to the radius  of the hypothetical sphere, which
can be regarded in practice as infinity, since the integrated
result decays in proportion to �1/r. Introducing the polar
coordinates �R ,�� according to

u = R cos � and v = R sin � , �A2�

we obtain from Eq. �A1� the following expression for the
distance from the center of the ellipse to the point at the
elliptic line R���:

�a/R���� = �cos2� + cos2� sin2��1/2. �A3�

The average dipole-dipole interaction within the layer is then
determined by the following integral:

− �
0

2�

d��
R���

�

r dr���


r3 −
3r�r


r5 	
= − �

0

2�

d�
1

R���
���
 − 3u�u
 cos2� − 3v�v
 sin2��

= −
1

a
�

0

2�

d��1 − sin2� sin2��1/2

� ���
 − 3u�u
 cos2� − 3v�v
 sin2�� , �A4�

where u and v are the unit vectors along the semiaxes of the
ellipse, which are also parallel to the laboratory frame axes 1
and 2, respectively. Expanding the expression in square
brackets in Eq. �A4� in Taylor series with respect to sin2�,
integrating every resulting term with respect to angle �, and
substituting the final result into Eq. �13�, one obtains G and

H for the tensor T̂,

G =
3�

4a
cos ��

k=0

�
1

k + 1
� �2k − 1� ! !

�2k� ! !
	2

sin2k� �A5�

and

H = −
3�

4a
cos ��

k=0

�
4k + 1

�k + 1��2k − 1�� �2k − 1� ! !

�2k� ! !
	2

sin2k� .

�A6�

In Eqs. �A5� and �A6�, it is assumed for convenience that the
double factorial of any negative or zero integer number is
equal to 1. By contrast with the previous paper �22�, we have
not obtained any terms independent of the molecular dimen-
sion, probably because we disregarded the positional corre-
lation of molecules in the neighboring layers. Correct con-
sideration of positional correlation is difficult. At the same
time, in the case of the calamitic mesogenic molecules, this
positional correlation produces only small additional terms in
Eqs. �A5� and �A6�.

APPENDIX B: COMPONENTS OF THE DIELECTRIC
PERMITTIVITY TENSOR IN THE LABORATORY FRAME

The expressions for �ij in Eq. �18� are as follows:

�11 =
1

	
�1 +

4�

3
��2 − H��N�� cos2� + N�� sin2��

− �1 − G − H��N�� sin2� + N�� cos2���

−
16�2

9
�2 − H��1 − G − H�N��N��	 , �B1�

�22 =
1 + �4�/3�N���2 − G�
1 − �4�/3�N���1 + G�

, �B2�

�33 =
1

	
�1 +

4�

3
��2 + G + H��N�� sin2� + N�� cos2��

− �1 + H��N�� cos2� + N�� sin2���

−
16�2

9
�1 + H��2 + G + H�N��N��	 , �B3�

�13 = �31 =
2�

	
�N�� − N���sin 2� , �B4�

where

	 = 1 −
4�

3
��1 + H��N�� cos2� + N�� sin2�� + �1 − G − H�

��N�� sin2� + N�� cos2���

+
16�2

9
�1 + H��1 − G − H�N��N��. �B5�
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